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CHEVROLET CORVETTE CELEBRATES 60 YEARS OF AMERICAN EXCELLENCE
Bursting onto the scene sixty years ago, General Motor’s Chevrolet Corvette has been looked at as both the beauty as well as the beast of these American roads. It’s

a sports car that’s been known to turn heads and snap necks – metaphorically, of course – based purely on its stunning physical presence and raw power. However,

Vettes weren’t always considered the epitome of high-end American sports cars. In fact, the car’s rise to the pinnacle of American excellence actually crashed and

burned early on.

Corvettes rolled off of their Flint, Michigan assembly line on June 30th, 1953 after appearing at the GM

Motorama as a mere concept car. The European-style sports car generated enough hype to thrust the car

into production, although only 300 were made that year, making them quite exclusive. However, even though

the post-war American public at the time was certainly intrigued by the dashing two-seater, Corvette sales

didn’t take off as one might have thought.

The Corvette Buyer’s Guide, 1953-1967 claims that people weren’t exactly impressed with the quality of the

car’s fiberglass body. Sure, the car looked great, but apparently water leaks during rainstorms as well as

faulty doors caused Corvette sales to plummet. 

Over time though, Chevrolet would stick to their guns, embodying that same “never say die” spirit that many

patriotic Americans had begun to embrace. With help from passionate Belgian-born American engineer Zora

Arkus-Duntov – also known as the “Father of the Corvette” – Chevy began to perfect their prize. Zora would eventually become the Director of High Performance at

Chevy and help elevate the company to new heights with a youthful sense of style and edge. It was around this time that the Corvette evolved from a whimpering

roadster to a powerful machine capable of competing against other noteworthy sports cars like Porsche…for half the cost.

Throughout six different generations, the Corvette continued to build upon itself and build its

credibility as new innovations in top-notch American engineering provided a variety of unique

styles and mechanics. Hell, they even became the unofficial sports car of NASA as GM arranged

for American astronauts to receive free Corvettes during the ‘60s. They’ve also been selected

as the pace car at the Indianapolis 500 twelve times, more than any other car, and have been

selected by the readers of Car and Driver as the “Best All Around Car” nine out of eleven years,
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which is all pretty badass. Today, the Corvette is revered by experts as one of the top sports

cars in the world.

“…the Corvette has evolved with the times. I’ve driven today’s car, also known as the C6, and

can confirm that it’s the best Vette yet. Few sports cars from any country offer this degree of

thrust (400 horsepower), handling and, at last, build quality for the price,” says Thomas Bey, an

automotive correspondent at AskMen.com.

Bottom line though? In an age where quality American goods seem to finally be making a comeback, it’s exciting to celebrate sixty years of this beloved staple to

America’s motor industry. Because, like America itself, the Corvette fought as an underdog, persevered, strived to be different and quickly rose to become one of the

most powerful and well-respected contenders in its class. Plus, like bourbon, Corvettes are manufactured in Kentucky these days…which makes us happy.

 

Like this article? Why not like us as well? Find of Iron & Oak on Facebook and Twitter! And, as always, feel free to express your comments, concerns or funny stories

in the comments below. Look good. Live well. Of Iron & Oak.
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